
Your Community Impact Statement has been successfully submitted to City Council and
Committees. 

If you have questions and/or concerns, please contact the Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment at NCSupport@lacity.org. 

This is an automated response, please do not reply to this email. 

Contact Information 
Neighborhood Council: Reseda Neighborhood Council 
Name: Jamie York 
Phone Number: 
Email: JamieY@resedacouncil.org 
The Board approved this CIS by a vote of: Yea(8) Nay(0) Abstain(0) Ineligible(0) Recusal(0) 
Date of NC Board Action: 10/17/2022 
Type of NC Board Action: For 

Impact Information
Date: 10/18/2022 
Update to a Previous Input: No 
Directed To: City Council and Committees 
Council File Number: 22-1146 
Agenda Date: 10/17/2022 
Item Number: X. E. 
Summary: The Reseda Neighborhood Council would first like to thank Councilmembers Nithya
Raman and Paul Koretz for putting forth this much needed motion in response to the revelation that
for an unknown period possibly extending back multiple years, CISs submitted via the DONE CIS
portal to certain city departments, commissions, and committees have not arrived at their
destination. We would also like to thank the numerous NC Council Members and stakeholders from
all over the city, for communicating the urgency of the situation to the Los Angeles City Council and
other relevant entities. This is how it’s done. Great job. If passed, CF22-1146 would require: “that
the City Council instruct the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment to report back in 45 days
on the status of the Community Impact Statement Portal, including the issues that led to numerous
Community Impact Statements not being transmitted, the length of time the errors were present in
the system, the list of the City Commissions that were impacted by not having the correct email
configurations on the portal, the number of Community Impact Statements that were not transmitted
as intended by the Neighborhood Councils, and the steps that have been taken to remedy the issue
and prevent this from happening again in the future.” The Reseda Neighborhood Council applauds
this much needed step. But we would also like to caution the City Council, that the Department of
Neighborhood Empowerment has heretofore engaged in deceptive practices with respect to these
very questions. Please see the attached document for our full statement. 

mailto:NCSupport@lacity.org
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Reseda Neighborhood Council (RNC ) Community Impact Statement (CIS) Regarding :
CF 22-1146 Community Impact Statement Portal / Neighborhood Council Transmissions /
City Commissions / Technological Upgrades Date

The Reseda Neighborhood Council would first like to thank Councilmembers Nithya Raman and
Paul Koretz for putting forth this much needed motion in response to the revelation that for an
unknown period possibly extending back multiple years, CISs submitted via the DONE CIS
portal to certain city departments, commissions, and committees have not arrived at their
destination. We would also like to thank the numerous NC Council Members and stakeholders
from all over the city, for communicating the urgency of the situation to the Los Angeles City
Council and other relevant entities. This is how it’s done. Great job.



If passed, CF22-1146 would require:

“that the City Council instruct the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment to report
back in 45 days on the status of the Community Impact Statement Portal, including the
issues that led to numerous Community Impact Statements not being transmitted, the
length of time the errors were present in the system, the list of the City Commissions that
were impacted by not having the correct email configurations on the portal, the number
of Community Impact Statements that were not transmitted as intended by the
Neighborhood Councils, and the steps that have been taken to remedy the issue and
prevent this from happening again in the future.”

The Reseda Neighborhood Council applauds this much needed step. But we would also like to
caution the City Council, that the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment has heretofore
engaged in deceptive practices with respect to these very questions.

For example, at the August 15 th Board of Neighborhood Commissioners meeting, Department of
Neighborhood Empowerment General Manager Raquel Beltran characterized the errors as a
mere “glitch.” Far from being a mere “glitch, however, the CIS system has contained inaccurate
data dating back to 2009. Inaccurate data is not a glitch.

Additionally, in an email dated September 22, 2022 at 11:29pm, DONE’s Director of Policy and
Government Relations, Thomas Soong, indicated that their review to date had only included CIS
submissions since January 2022. “As part of this maintenance, we did a Citywide review of all
CIS submittals since January 2022 until now.” (Attached) Please note that this is not a review of
the accuracy of the data in the CIS system or its functionality. Missing or outdated emails for
departments to which CISs were not directed were not included in the review. Nor was the
system reviewed for the mistaken inclusion of defunct Boards and Commissions.

Worst of all, in the very same email, Thomas Soong indicated that the review only covered the
time period from July 1st 2022 to present.

“For the CISs submitted before July 1st, the CISs may have been sent to an outdated
email. These include South Valley Area Planning Commission, Ethics, Rec and Park,
Transportation, and Civil Rights. To make sure your CIS gets sent to the correct contact,
you can send me your CISs submitted in February, March, and August. We can then
submit it to the updated contact on your behalf or if you would like to re-submit through
the portal, that is also an option. Please let us know your preference.”

For the RNC, this would mean that only two meetings worth of CIS filings were actually
reviewed. We ask, what then was reviewed from the January 2022 through June 31st time
period, if anything?  To add insult to injury, the Reseda Neighborhood Council had two CIS
submitted after July 1st, 2022 on July 19th to the Rec and Parks Commission and the Police
Commission that were both sent to the wrong email.  In fact the outage was not even reported
to DONE until August 10th, 2022 making the July 1st assertion patently impossible.



The Reseda Neighborhood Council urges caution and vigilance in ensuring that the requested
review of the extent of the CIS system errors is accurately performed. To this end, we urge that
the motion specify a time period to be reviewed, dating back a minimum of two years. This will
ensure that what is received by the City Council will be useful information, and not just a fiscal
year to-date

Further, the motion currently before the City Council also provides that:

“I FURTHER MOVE that the City Council instruct the Department of Neighborhood
Empowerment, with the assistance of the Information Technology Agency, to report back
in 45 days on the necessary technological upgrades needed to the Community Impact
Statement Portal to ensure that the submission of Community Impact Statements are as
seamless and streamlined as possible and that technical issues of this sort will not arise
in the future”

We applaud this measure, but request reassurance that needed technological upgrades, if any,
be integrated into the new city-wide technology plan, if possible. We also request that
transference of the DONE CIS maintenance responsibilities to the City Clerk’s office be
contemplated as an option, perhaps along with the foregoing.

The measures proposed in CF 22-1146 do a wonderful job addressing the past and the future of
the NC CIS system, and themselves represent a great step forward in the collaboration of NCs
and the City Council. They do, however, leave the present somewhat uncovered. With that in
mind, we request that a further clause be added as follows:

“Moreover, I move that all Neighborhood Councils receive an automated alert when an email
from the current NC CIS system bounces back to the server until the review above is completed
and reviewed by the City Council.”

We feel that with the passage of this motion and inclusion of a clause such as the above, the
City of Los Angeles will be well on the way to a functional Neighborhood Council system.



From: "Thomas Soong" <thomas.soong@lacity.org>
To: "Thomas Soong" <thomas.soong@lacity.org>

Date: 9/23/2022 1:28:31 AM
Subject: Community Impact Statement Portal Update

Attachments: 2021 CORE Module 3 Q&A (1) (2).pdf
CIS Town Hall - Q&A Report (2) (1).pdf

Dear Reseda Neighborhood Council leaders,   

We are sending this communication to update you on the Community Impact Statement (CIS) portal and the
status of your 2022 CIS submissions.

In our Department's Budget proposal for the past two fiscal years, we have included a request to update this CIS
filing system which is 20 years old. Unfortunately, our resource requests have not been realized to date.
Therefore, we will continue our efforts to provide short-term maintenance to this antiquated system.

As part of this maintenance, we did a Citywide review of all CIS submittals since January 2022 until now. Our
preliminary review shows that your council has filed CISs for a council file to City Council.  We can confirm that
they have been sent to the correct contacts. As a reminder, you can track CISs filed to the City Council via the
City Clerk’s Council File Management System  for CISs. We can also confirm that all CISs filed to the Board of
Neighborhood Commissioners were sent or forwarded to the correct Commission contact. In addition, CISs
submitted after July 1st to the Police Commission, Civil Rights, Rec and Park, Animal Services, Innovation and
Performance, Planning Commission, and South Valley Area Planning Commission were sent to the correct
contacts.

For the CISs submitted before July 1st, the CISs may have been sent to an outdated email. These include South
Valley Area Planning Commission, Ethics, Rec and Park, Transportation, and Civil Rights. To make sure your
CIS gets sent to the correct contact, you can send me your CISs submitted in February, March, and August. We
can then submit it to the updated contact on your behalf or if you would like to re-submit through the portal, that
is also an option. Please let us know your preference.

For CISs filed to commissions, a good practice is to follow up and establish rapport with the commission and
inform them that you field a CIS. You can request to speak at the commission to present your CIS's position. 

As a reminder, Community Impact Statements are official statements or positions adopted by a Neighborhood
Council on issues pending before the city’s decision makers. The Community Impact Statement process was
created specifically for Neighborhood Councils in order to publicly express their support, opposition, or
suggestions about any matter pending before the City Council, its committees, or City commissions. This is a
great tool for neighborhood councils and we encourage you to file CISs on issues that are of concern for your
community.  

To assist you in identifying Council Files for a CIS, we have created a Legislative Summary highlighting what the
City Council approved / took action on as well as a summary of motions introduced (New Legislation). The latest
Legislative Summary was August 25th. You can find that summary and all past Legislative Summaries here .

There is more detailed information about the CIS process and how to track your CIS in the links below:
 
1. March 20, 2022 EmpowerLA - Budget Tribunes Community Impact Statement Townhall 
Here is the recording: https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/
1CHoOvUv4A4IolOUFTPnjZeyGI8Joce6SbMYMIzkdpJr5O4HBC8RgmmjKT99hRo9m-
RaMigHul9ZpEfb.EmpIhCwWldmLC5aC?continueMode=true
 
Attached is the list of Q and A from the Townhall.
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Community Impact Statements (CIS)


TOWN HALL - Q&A Report


March 2022


(Note: guidance provided may have changed based on evolving COVID-19 protocols)


1 - Comment: Under Zoom meetings, Neighborhood Council (NC) Community
Impact Statements time and public comment time get lumped together. If an NC
isn’t selected in the phone queue then they might not get to speak on their CIS.
Additionally, It is not fair to the neighborhood councils or the public to lump this
comment time together when comment time is already so limited. How will the city
council address this problem?


It is assumed that neighborhood councils are always afforded five minutes comment time at
City Council meetings. City Council Rules do not grant specific comment space and time for
neighborhood councils to present their CIS at City council or committee meetings. Therefore,
there's no distinction in the caller recognition whether it is a public comment or a comment from
a NC representative related to a filed CIS. Nevertheless, your question makes sense for
commission and board meetings. During the CIS Town Hall, a participant suggested to have a
different phone number for NCs. We will share this suggestion with the Office of the City Clerk.







Community Impact Statements (CIS) FAQ and Best Practices


2 - Comment: Our NC was unaware that there is a special time on the agenda for
NCs to give input on a CIS. Is it true?


As mentioned above, Boards and commissions shall include an agenda item for NCs to present
their CISes. Nevertheless, City council rules do not provide an allotted time for NCs to present
their CIS.


3- Comment: I would like to request that the City Council and the Committees
announce the number for/against the topic they will be discussing.


Great suggestion. We will share this suggestion to the Office of the City Clerk. This information
could be directly displayed on the agenda.


4- Comment: Does the CIS follow the Council Files once filed as they go through
committees or get dropped at some point?


A CIS remains attached to a council file. Nevertheless, it is important to know that if a council
file is split, a new council file is created and CIS may contineu to be attached to the new Council
File.


5- Comment: Can we follow a CIS to term? Is there a way to receive notifications
and changes on the council file?


If you are interested in following the progression of a council file, you can sign-up to get email


notifications each time there is an update on the Council file. To do so, visit the Council File


Management system, select the council file and click on the icon with an envelope to subscribe to the


update notifications. Watch our video of this workshop to learn how to sign up.


6 - Comment: What happens when a CIS is filed?


When a CIS is filed, there is a confirmation email sent to the NC and the filer. If the CIS is filed
to a commission, the CIS is sent to an email address set by the commission. If the CIS is filed
to the City council and committees, the CIS is attached to the council file.


7 - Comment: I see that this meeting is being recorded. Will it be made available to
attendees after the presentation is finalized today? Thanks!


The recording is available on the Workshop and Training page of the Department.


LA Budget Tribunes Department of Neighborhood Empowerment



https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/#

https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/#





Community Impact Statements (CIS) FAQ and Best Practices


8 - Comment: How much weight does a CIS from an individual stakeholder have at
DTLA Council? How formal must it be..i.e. Does use of Whereas' and Therefores'
hold more impact?1 - Who can research or propose a Community Impact
Statement (CIS)?


Only NCs can file CISes. Members of the public can file public comment and are visible the
same way on the Council File Management System.


9 - Comment: So a public comment is recognized with same weight as a CIS?


Only decision-makers would be able to tell you the weight they consider for each of them. You
can view comments filed by individuals  in the same place the NC’s CIS is filed.


10 - Comment: Is it necessary to have a council file number for a CIS filed to a
commission or a board?


No, Council files are necessary only for CISs filed at City council and Committees.


11 - Comment: Can you explain when a Council File item is decided to come to the
City Council? Who decides this?


A proposal is introduced to the City Council by:


● a Council motion;
● an elected City officer report;
● a City department or agency report.


Then the proposal is referred by the Council President to one or more Council sub-committees
for examination/analysis. At this time, the proposal is assigned a unique "Council file number"
(e g 06-1223) in order to easily identify and track the proposal through the City's legislative
processes.


12 - Comment: Is it the council president's decisions?


Once a motion is introduced and seconded at the city council, the Council president assigns the
motion to the appropriate committee at their discretion.


13 - Comment: Is there an Agenda prior to the meeting where we can see what
subjects/issues will be discussed?


LA Budget Tribunes Department of Neighborhood Empowerment







Community Impact Statements (CIS) FAQ and Best Practices


The early notification system (ENS) allows you to subscribe to all city council and neighborhood
council meetings and automatically receive their agenda as soon as they are available:


https://www.lacity.org/government/subscribe-agendasnotifications/subscribe-other-meetings-ag
endas-and-documents


14 - Comment: Are there any plans to update and modernize the CIS system to resemble
the usefulness of what Controller Galperin has done for the City’s finances? If so, when
should we expect its release. If not, who do we contact to promote a better system as the
current system is 13 years old?


The department anticipates updating the CIS portal if resources are provided by the City
Council.


15 - Comment: Should NCs explain their position when they file a CIS? Our NC
only wants to file the motion without any of the "where as" background info.


Some NCs that submit CIS' will include background. It is a good practice to provide context for
the NC’s decision and help decision-makers understand why the item is important to you.


16 - Comment: Can we easily get links to all our CISs our NC has filed?


Today, we don't have solution to offer. This feature should be available on the future CIS portal.


17 - Comment: Is the BONC portal available to the public?


Yes, it is available to all from our department's page:


https://empowerla.org/commission/community-impact-statements/


18 - Comment: How does an NC file to the Board of Neighborhood
Commissioners?


NC can file a CIS to the Commission the same way a CIS is filed with the City Council. Like all
commissions, there is no need to attach the CIS to a Council file. On the filing portal, select the
option to direct your CIS to a specific commission instead of "City Council and Committees".


LA Budget Tribunes Department of Neighborhood Empowerment
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Community Impact Statements (CIS) FAQ and Best Practices


19 - Comment: How can you add a CIS to a planning application? Is there a
Council File number attached to Planning applications?


Area Planning Commissions are listed on the CIS drop down menu so CIS can be filed with the
one that has jurisdiction over an NC’s service area. The City Planning External Affairs are the
Planning liaison for NC. Here is the link assignment list:


https://planning.lacity.org/odocument/43b8bb84-3324-4006-8175-2bbb0ca42c62/Assignment%
20List.pdf


City Planning Department has a staff directory available on their website as well.
https://planning.lacity.org/contact/staff-directory#collapse7


LA Budget Tribunes Department of Neighborhood Empowerment
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I – AB361 
 
To confirm with respect to AB361,  we do NOT have to provide a time allotment for public 
comment (in its entirety) on the agenda?? 
 


If you have stated a time limit or time slot for an item on your agenda or for public comment, AB361 
says you must not take action before the full stated time is up, even if you complete public 
comment and board discussion ends sooner than you expected. This is because someone attending 
may interpret the time frame stated for an item as the window of opportunity to participate. 
 
So for example, if an NC meeting starts at 7pm and the agenda says 15 minutes is allotted to each 
item, someone might take that to mean that item 2 will be discussed from 7:15-7:30pm, and jump in 
at 7:25pm expecting to be able to comment.  
 
For this reason, it is a best practice to remove specific time frames for the agenda items, if you 
currently use time limitations on agenda items to manage the flow of your meeting.  
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: this is not the same as limiting the time allowed for public comment for each 
individual to comment, which you can continue to do.  
 
Additionally, even if your NC does not have a timed public comment period printed on the agenda, 
the Chair or President can set the time for public comment on an item during the meeting. 


 
 
We were told to remove time limits on non-agendized public comment, is that correct? 


 
The way your agenda items are written may also need to be updated, if they include time limits or time 
slots for public comment periods:   


• Example: Discussion and possible action [15 minutes] 
• Example: General public comment on non-agenda items [10 minutes] 


 
If you have stated a time limit or time slot for an item on your agenda or for public comment, AB361 
says you must not take action before the full stated time is up, even if you complete public comment 
and board discussion ends sooner than you expected. This is because someone attending may interpret 
the time frame stated for an item as the window of opportunity to participate. 
 
So for example, if an NC meeting starts at 7pm and the agenda says 15 minutes is allotted to each item, 
someone might take that to mean that item 2 will be discussed from 7:15-7:30pm, and jump in at 
7:25pm expecting to be able to comment.  
 
For this reason, it is a best practice to remove specific time frames for the agenda items, if you  
currently use time limitations on agenda items to manage time during your meeting.  
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II – ADA: AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
 
Who pays the cost of the ADA accommodation?  


The City covers the cost of reasonable accommodations to ensure equal access to its programs, 
services, and activities. This includes sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other 
auxiliary aids and/or services. The NC agenda template includes language explaining the available 
services and instructing anyone needing accommodations to make their request at least 72 hour 
prior to a meeting via the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment by calling (213) 978-1551 or 
emailing NCsupport@LAcity.org.  


 


III – AGENDAS 
 
How do items get on the agenda in the first place?  


The Neighborhood Council bylaws has a section that determines who sets the agenda. 
 


 


What about if the chair/president writes an agenda as if it was a to-do list, i.e., mentions 
everything they want to discuss in order to keep their thoughts clear? 


Agenda items should be written in a manner that allows the public to know what decisions the 
board plans to make in a manner that allows the public to comment on the subject. Agendas should 
not be a list of a board member’s personal opinion on topics. 


 
 
I have seen other NCs' agendas in which they bulk all items under Motions and Presentations and 
then list items simply as “5a - Monthly Expenditure Report (MER)” for the month of October. 
There is no "Discussion and possible action to approve"  or all items are bulked as "Discussion 
and Possible Actions" and then the items are listed without these words. Is this acceptable? 


This sounds like they are listing those items under a Consent Calendar. This is where multiple items 
can acted upon all at once.  Public comment can be made on the items, but the item would have to 
be pulled from the  consent calendar first. 


 


IV – CFMS: COUNCIL FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 


Who do you contact if something is sitting with no action from the Council committee? 
All committees have a staff member. They are the best people to contact for this question. 


 
 
Who do you contact regarding a CF status if something is just sitting there – no action? 


If the matter was last in a Council committee, consult the staff member for that  
committee. If not, your NEA can help you find the right person to ask. 


 



mailto:NCsupport@LAcity.org
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How to submit public comment on a council file using the Council File Management System link 
at top? 


You can submit a public comment at the top of a Council File in the CFMS system.  For instance, here 
is a link to CF 20-0990. There is an icon at the top of the webpage that you can use to submit public 
comment.  It is the icon on the right next to the Printer icon which says “NEW” with a picture of a 
pencil and paper.  
 
You can also submit public comments on any Council File through the City Clerk’s Public Comment 
portal, at https://cityclerk.lacity.org/publiccomment/. If you don’t know the Council File number for 
an item, you will able to search for it using that portal. 


 
 
Council File number: Issued by the City? 


Yes - the Council File Management System is administered by the Office of the City Clerk. 
 


 


V – CIS: COMMUNITY IMPACT STATEMENTS 
 
What is the difference between board action and a CIS and who can file it? 
The time for Public comment should be reasonable. The Department recommends not going below  
one minute. 
 
 
Why is there a maximum number of board members permitted to file a CIS?  Is this a figure 
contingent upon Brown Act/quorum?  


It does not have to do with the quorum. It's in case if one person is not available then there are 4 
others that can submit. 
 
 


At what stage of an ordinance can a CIS be filed?  If I recall correctly, there is a nascent stage 
where the board stance is not a CIS, but something else.  


CISs must be tied to a council motion or file. However, once a Council motion has been made, even 
if the Council makes a decision, CIS may continue to be submitted to the Council File for that matter.  


 
If no Council motion has yet been made on a matter, an NC may submit a Request for Action (RFA) 
to their Councilmember,  to request that City Council take action on a particular matter affecting the 
community, which is not pending before City Council, its committees, or City commissions. Like CIS, 
Requests for Action are official statements/letters which are adopted by the Neighborhood Council 
and express the opinion of the body as a whole. RFAs must be addressed to your Councilmember 
and may CC other Councilmembers. Please see CORE Module I for more discussion of RFAs:  
https://EmpowerLA.org/workshops-trainings.  
 
 



https://cityclerk.lacity.org/lacityclerkconnect/index.cfm?fa=ccfi.viewrecord&cfnumber=20-0990

https://cityclerk.lacity.org/publiccomment/

https://empowerla.org/workshops-trainings
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What is the difference between board action and a CIS and who can file it?  


A board action is the result of an NC discussing and voting on an agenda item at one of their public 
meetings. It could be anything from deciding to host an event, to supporting a Neighborhood 
Purpose Grant of NC public funds to benefit a local commmunity organization to voting to take  
an official position for or against a City Council matter. If the board takes an official position  
regarding a Council matter, then the NC will write a CIS and submit it to the Council File for that 
matter. So a CIS is the product of one particular type of board action. 
 
 


If a board member files a statement to a CF as an individual member of the public, is that 
member required to let the board know of that submission? May it possibly require the member 
to recuse at time of vote by board? When a member of the public submits a statement on their 
own, but that person is on the board, do they have to disclose that submission prior to 
participating in a board CIS? 


A board member can submit a public comment as an individual stating their personal position on a 
matter to a Council File, so long as they identify themselves as an NC member speaking as an 
individual. If they do so after their NC has submitted a CIS to that same Council File, there is no 
issue.  
 
But if an NC member submits their personal public comment before their NC discusses the matter 
and issues the CIS, then they should disclose that they have already submitted a comment as an 
individual. City Attorney may be consulted for further advice. 


 
 


Where can all NC CIS be viewed?  
An interactive dashboard of all CIS is available here: http://tiny.cc/CISdashboard 
 
 
We were told tonight that we can collaborate with other NCs to submit CIS on pending issues, 
how exactly are we allowed to do that? Please provide some examples.   


While each NC will take their own action and submit their own CIS, NCs may attach or reference CIS 
from other NCs in their own CIS. NCs may also appoint someone to collaborate with other NCs to 
develop a CIS statement that is then considered by the collaborators’ own boards.  
 
If your NC is considering supporting a CIS by another NC that your board did not have a  
role in developing, it is a good idea to independently research the points made to ensure that they 
are valid, complete, and correct before your NC signs your names to those statements. It will also 
strengthen your case if your NC writes your own version of that CIS, and adapts the points to the 
perspective of the community you serve. NCs are meant to be a source of local expertise, so your CIS 
are strongest when they speak from that context and when they reflect what is relevant for your 
own stakeholders. That is why they are called “Community Impact Statements.”  
 
 
 



http://tiny.cc/CISdashboard
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Many NC alliances also work on matters together that are then taken by the members back to their 
respective NCs for consideration as a possible CIS. There is a network of neighborhood council 
alliances – some regional, others devoted to specific topics – that meet regularly to discuss  
City Council items and other concerns of interest to that group. Most alliances meet  
monthly – learn more at http://EmpowerLA.org/alliances.  


 
 


Who can forward an approved CIS to their respective City Council district member: the author of 
the approved CIS or anyone on the NC board?  


A board approved CIS filer can file and upload the NC's approved CIS. 
 
 


Tonight I learned an approved CIS filer can file and upload the NC’s approved CIS to the city CFMS 
system. But who can forward a copy of the approved CIS via email to the respective City 
Councilmember to make them aware? 


Any of the NC's designated filer(s) can forward the CIS via email to the their respective elected 
member's office. 
 
 


Can you put an action in the Council File to indicate when the CIS is considered and needs to be 
re-submitted?  


Nothing but a CIS can be put into a Council File by an NC.  
 
The City system will confirm that the CIS has been received, but you will have to follow the item by 
subscribing to it through ENS, to see the changes, actions, and updates to the City Council’s 
discussion of the matter.  
 
CIS are usually considered at least at the first meeting of a body where the matter is discussed after 
the CIS is submitted, and they may also be discussed at subsequent meetings on the matter, but an 
NC will not receive any official notice that their CIS was discussed or considered.  
 
An NC can issue more than one CIS on a matter as the discussion evolves, but there is no 
requirement to re-submit any CIS once it has been uploaded. 
 
 


If our CIS is not uploaded to the Council File, who do we follow up with?  A recent one of ours did 
not get listed though I received confirmation of its receipt. 


Your NEA can assist you with confirming receipt. 
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VI - COMMITTEES 
 
I have been asked several times, why can't a board member be heard in the public comment 
segment of a committee meeting?  


A board member can choose to provide the NC's position during their general public comment 
period or during the item public comment time. 
 


So a NC with 25 board members, quorum 13, should not have more than 6 board members on 
any committee? 


Correct.  6 is the max number. 
 
 


So NC committees with over 7 board members should be addressed by the NEA when issue is 
brought to their attention? There is an NC with over 7 board members and some up to 15 and 
highest number is 24 board members on them.  


It may have already been addressed by the NEA, but yes. 
 
 
it risky to ignore posting requirements for Ad-Hoc committees? If a SINGLE MEMBER IF THE 
PUBLIC (including, for example, a vendor) is present, the Ad-Hoc meeting's exemption from 
posting requirements is removed.  


That's true but Ad Hoc committees without stakeholders do not need to be Brown Act compliant. 
 
Whe I chair our Committee on Aging Neighbors. Am I permitted to email together the 3 
committee members who are non-board members (just stakeholders)? Maybe email about help 
with an outreach project? Not emailing about financial or motion-required matters. Is that 
against the Brown Act? (I am not including the board members on the committee in the email if 
they are not needed on the project.) Thank you for any guidance. 


That should be fine since you're not asking them for their opinion on an upcoming agenda item that 
may require action.   
 
 


VII – CORE TRAININGS 
 
Where can I find Core Modules I and II recording?  I checked EmpowerLA.org, but unsuccessfully.  


Visit http://tiny.cc/COREtraining for recordings and Q&A for all CORE modules. 
 
 
Can we watch the trainings again later?  


Yes – the recordings are available here: http://tiny.cc/COREtrainings.  
 
 



http://tiny.cc/COREtraining
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VII – EVG: EMPOWERED VIRTUAL GOVERNANCE PROTOCOLS 
 
EVG = Empowered Virtual Governance protocols for virtual NC meetings. See the full EVG guidance here: 
http://EmpowerLA.org/EVG.  
 
Don't the EVG Protocols provide that individual Panelist Invitations be sent to all Board or 
Committee members?   


Yes, individual invitations can be sent along with reminders. 
 
 


Would you post the link to the EVG protocols? 
http://EmpowerLA.org/EVG  


 


VII – NPGS: NEIGHBORHOOD PURPOSE GRANTS 
 
NPG = Neighborhood Purpose Grants, which are grants NCs make from their annual fund of taxpayer dollars 
to service organizations, schools, or community benefit projects in their neighborhood. NPGs are discussed 
and voted upon by the board. Many NCs have established an application form and process for their NPGs.  
 


 
Regarding the point about City Clerk kick back if there is no contact with City Attorney.  That 
point doesn’t make sense.  Where’s the trail for these?  The transparency ?  


If the board member is listed on section VI of the NPG application and it reflects the board member 
did not contact City Attorney, City Clerk will kick back the application to the Department for follow 
up with the board member and with City Attorney. 
 


Can we watch the trainings again later?  
Yes – the recordings are available here: http://tiny.cc/COREtrainings.  


 


VIII – PLANNING & LAND USE TRAINING 
 


NC Planning & Land Use Committee members are required to take a Planning 101 training 
 
Currently our PLUM is all up to date.  Thank you!  (However, they did it before Cornerstone; 
Training has told us there is no training availabe for stakeholders for PLUM available right now 
since the shift to Cornerstone.) 


Please connect with you NEA if a PLUM committee member completed the training prior it 
becoming available on Cornerstone. 


 
 



http://empowerla.org/EVG

http://empowerla.org/EVG
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Open attached file
2021 CORE Module 3 Q&A (1) (2).pdf



 
2. November 30 Core Module III (We have a section that explains the legislative process and CISs). Here is the
recording: https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/eSPtWpHcf_A9eqvg1KJEDONUQ2e8qR5-
EFCwbGXZOlg6depY0gDmYiYgwdFAKT_9RzjvofJI8fmq5hXU.NNHwc-BSx9Iqum2C
 
Attached is the Q and A from the training.

Lastly, can you confirm these are your most up-to-date community impact statement filers? Please let us know if
the people below are no longer your filers. These are who we have on file:
DJ Frank
Jamie York
Joe Phillips

Please reach out to your NEA if you need assistance to approve new filers. If you need more information on the
CIS process, you can contact myself or Lorenzo Briceno lorenzo.briceno@lacity.org  for assistance.

Thank you so much and please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thomas Soong
Director of Policy and Government Relations

Department of Neighborhood Empowerment
200 N. Spring Street, Suite 2005
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Office | 213-978-1551  Fax | 213-978-1751
Email | EmpowerLA@lacity.org   Web | www.EmpowerLA.org

          
Empower Yourself. Empower Your Community. Empower LA.
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